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Abstract

We examine a group-lending microfinance institution’s ability to
lend to wealth-less individuals through simultaneous and sequential
group lending. The project productivity is a source of economic
rent, which the lender leaves the borrowers to solve the hidden ac-
tion problem. Consequently, wealth-less borrowers with low produc-
tivity project are denied access to credit. We compare the mechanism
of simultaneous and sequential group lending and show that if the
cost of influencing the peer’s action is infinitesimally small, sequential
group lending approaches the first-best and allows the lender to lend
to greater range of project as compared to simultaneous group lend-
ing.
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1 Introduction

Microfinance institutions across the world offer collateral-less loans to the

poor. In principle, this should allow the poor to borrow from these mi-

crofinance institutions even if they have no collateralizable wealth. The

rhetoric associated with microfinance movement suggests that this would

make the access to credit universal for the poor and allow them to under-

take entrepreneurial ventures that would allow them to escape poverty. Yet,

the empirical evidence suggests that the reality is somewhat sobering and

microfinance has had little impact on entrepreneurial activity or poverty al-

leviation (Karlan and Morduch, 2010; Karlan and Zinman, 2011; Banerjee

et al., 2013). The objective of this paper is to suggest a reason why microfi-

nance has not lived up to its expectations and analyse a particular innovative

mechanism used by practitioners that could potentially make microfinance

more accessible to the poor across the world.

Credit contracts are fraught with asymmetric information problems be-

tween the lender and the borrower. Collateral could potentially alleviate

these information problems. When lending to wealth-less individuals who

cannot put up collateral, the microfinance institution has to leave the bor-

rowers sufficient information rents in order to alleviate these information

problems. This would imply that only wealth-less individuals with suffi-

ciently productive projects can borrow from microfinance institutions. Thus,

microfinance is not able to initiate entrepreneurial activity in an individual

who does not have access to a project that is sufficiently productive.

Mohammed Yunus, the founder of Grameen Bank and the modern mi-
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crofinance movement, was the first to assert that “the poor are bankable if

the right lending mechanism is used” (Karlan and Morduch, 2010, pp. 4706).

Following on from Grameen’s initial lending mechanism, group lending has

become almost synonymous with microfinance. In group lending, the lender

lends to group of jointly-liable borrowers where the borrowers are liable for

their peer’s failure. Joint-liability within the group gives its members in-

centive to screen, monitor and audit their peers and makes the group more

bankable as a whole than its members are on their own (Ghatak and Guin-

nane, 1999).

If joint-liability group-lending is able to alleviate the information prob-

lem, it would lower the project productivity threshold beyond which the

microfinance institution can lend to the borrowers. Yet, how effective joint-

liability group-lending is in alleviating the information problems between the

lender and borrowers would critically depend on how permissive information

environment is between the group members.

One of Grameen’s lesser known lending mechanism is sequential group

lending. In sequential group lending, the lender disburses the loans sequen-

tially within the group with the proviso that a borrower obtains the loan

only if the previous borrower has repaid the loan.1 This is in contrast to the

simultaneous group lending mechanism which is more popularly associated

with microfinance. In simultaneous group lending all group members receive

loans simultaneously.2

1See Aniket (2003) and Armendáriz de Aghion and Morduch (2005, Pages 87-88) for a
detailed description of Grameen Bank’s sequential group lending mechanism.

2Banco Solidario (Bolivia) and ACCION affiliated microfinance organisations allocate
credit within the groups simultaneously.
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Following directly on from these themes, the paper contributes to the mi-

crofinance literature in three distinct ways. First, it uses minimum project-

productivity threshold as the pertinent metric to evaluate a lending mecha-

nism’s ability to alleviate poverty. Second, it varies the information environ-

ment that the borrowers live and interact in. This is particularly relevant

given that microfinance is used for poverty alleviation in all kinds of environ-

ment, including close knit rural communities where the information amongst

borrowers may be extremely permissive and urban areas where it may be less

so. Third, it evaluates the advantages and disadvantages of using sequential

group lending over simultaneous group lending while varying the information

environment for agents and using the metric discussed in the first point.

The paper brings the three themes together and shows that within the

class of wealth-less borrowers, the minimum project-productivity threshold is

lower for sequential lending if the information environment is extremely per-

missive. Conversely, if the information environment is extremely constrained,

the minimum project-productivity threshold is lower for simultaneous lend-

ing.

In the model below, we compare sequential and simultaneous group lend-

ing mechanisms in a moral hazard environment where there are two borrowers

in a group. Each borrower has to undertake two costly tasks, namely, effort

on their own project and monitoring the peer. We assume that a borrower

is able to influence her peer’s effort decision by monitoring her.

The recurrent theme in the moral hazard literature in microfinance has

been that when lending to a group of jointly-liable wealth-less borrowers,

it is more efficient for the lender to incentivize effort collectively for the
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group rather than individually. In analysing an effort choice model in a

group composed of two borrowers, Ghatak and Guinnane (1999) show that

group lending with joint liability is more efficient than individual lending

if the borrowers can influence each other’s actions. Thus, in a single-task

environment, incentivizing the group to exert high effort collectively is less

expensive than incentivizing each group member individually. In a similar

vein, Stiglitz (1990) shows that the group makes more prudent project choices

when given the incentive to do so collectively.

Conning (2000) extends the Ghatak and Guinnane (1999) single-task en-

vironment to a two-task environment. In Ghatak and Guinnane (1999),

borrowers could costlessly influence each other’s effort choices. Following

Itoh (1991), Conning (2000) looks at a two-task environment in the context

of microfinance, where both the tasks of exerting effort and monitoring their

peers is costly. The assumption is that borrowers can no longer observe each

other’s effort choices. They can only influence each other’s effort choices

through monitoring. Specifically, the task of monitoring is complementary

to effort and reduces the peer’s (opportunity) cost of exerting effort. Since

the tasks are complementary in nature, the lender would find it optimal to

induce monitoring and effort through a group lending joint-liability contract

(Itoh, 1991).

Conning (2000) shows that if the borrowers influence each other’s effort

choice through costly monitoring, then there are two possible equilibria. The

“good equilibrium” where both borrowers monitor each other and exert high

effort and a “bad equilibrium” where both borrower don’t monitor each other

and exert low effort. The lender allocates the borrowers sufficient rents to
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make the good equilibrium more lucrative.

We use this as a point of departure to analyse sequential group lending. To

do so, we use the group lending model from Conning (2000) as the benchmark

model against which the sequential group lending is compared. We make two

changes to the environment in Conning (2000). Unlike Conning (2000), we

assume that the peers are able to perfectly observe the intensity with which

they are being monitored. The second change is that the lender in this paper

is a monopolist.3

We show that lending sequentially allows the lender to temporally sep-

arate the borrowers’ decisions on their respective tasks. As a result, the

lender only incentivises borrowers’ each task individually and not together,

leaving the group incentive compatibility condition slack. Consequently, the

advantage of lending sequentially is that the lender is able to lower the rents

allocated to the borrowers. The disadvantage of lending sequentially is that

punishing the whole group, if the first borrower’s project fails, lowers the

productivity of the lender’s capital.

The paper shows that as the cost of monitoring tends to zero, sequential

group lending mechanism approaches the first-best and the lender is able to

lend to all the socially viable projects. Conversely, with simultaneous group

lending, the lender is not able to lend to a range of socially viable projects.

On the other hand, if monitoring is extremely expensive, the lender is able

to lending to a greater range of projects through simultaneous as compared

3Since the objective of the paper to analyse the least productive project financed un-
der simultaneous and sequential lending, this is not a significant assumption. The least
productive project financed under the two mechanism generate no surplus and thus the
market structure that influence the distribution of the surplus does not affect the results
in the paper.
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to sequential group lending. Thus, in terms of our metric, sequential lending

may be a preferred mechanism in rural environments where the cost moni-

toring is negligible where as simultaneous group lending may be a preferred

mechanism in more urban environment where the cost of monitoring is ex-

tremely high.4

Early on in the literature, Varian (1990) explored the benefits of sequen-

tial lending in a setup with high and low productivity borrowers. Varian

(1990) showed that, if the high and the low type are grouped together, se-

quential lending gives the high type the incentive to school the low type,

thus raising the overall productivity of the group. Ray (1998), in a footnote,

has suggested that sequential lending is able to minimises the possibility of

group members defaulting in expectation that other group members would

default.

In a important contribution, Roy Chowdhury (2005) compares the simul-

taneous and sequential group lending mechanism in an environment where

the borrowers makes investment in their ability to audit their peer’s project.

The borrowers take account of their peer’s auditing abilities when they make

their effort decision. The paper compares the borrower’s repayment rate

in simultaneous and sequential group lending. It shows that simultaneous

group lending results in the no-peer-auditing-ability low-effort (bad) equi-

librium and then proceeds to show that sequential group lending can attain

the positive peer-auditing-ability high-effort equilibrium by enhancing the

4We are able to go further if we assume a particular linear peer monitoring function
and show that for a sufficiently efficient peer monitoring technology, the lender is able
to finance a greater range of projects with sequential as compared to simultaneous group
lending.
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incentives for peer monitoring. As Cason et al. (2008) have pointed out,

Roy Chowdhury (2005) only compares the bad equilibrium in simultaneous

lending to the sequential lending equilibrium. Roy Chowdhury (2005) does

not take into account the result in Conning (2000), which shows that there

would always be two equilibria in simultaneous group lending, the good and

the bad one.

This paper is different from Roy Chowdhury (2005) in three ways. Firstly,

this paper is looks at the ex-ante moral hazard problem as opposed to au-

diting problem in Roy Chowdhury (2005). Secondly, this paper takes the

Conning (2000) result into account and compares the lender’s cost of induc-

ing the positive-monitoring high-effort (good) equilibrium in simultaneous

group lending to the sequential group lending. Thirdly, Roy Chowdhury

(2005), in line with the literature, assumes that the lender would like to

offer joint-liability contract where as this paper explicitly shows that the

joint-liability contract is the optimal contract in simultaneous and sequential

group lending.

Section 2 sets up the the modelling environment. We analyse the individ-

ual lending, simultaneous and sequential group lending in Sections 3, Section

4.1 and Section 4.2 respectively. We compares the three lending mechanisms

while varying the information environment in Section 5 and conclude with

some remarks in Section 6.
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2 Environment

There are two agents B1 and B2. Each of them has access to a project

requiring a lump-sum investment of 1 unit of capital. The project produces

an uncertain and observable outcome x, valued at x̄ when it succeeds (s) and

0 when it fails (f).

2.1 Agents

The agents are risk neutral, with zero reservation wage and no wealth. Agents

may choose to pursue the aforementioned project with a high (H) or low (L)

effort e, which is unobservable. With a high (low) effort, x̄ is realised with a

probability π̄ (π) and 0 with 1− π̄ (1− π). (π̄ > π > 0)

Assumption 1. The project returns of borrowers in a group are statistically

independent.

So, for instance, if B1 exerts high effort and B2 exerts low effort in group

lending, the likelihood of state ss is simply ππ̄.

By exerting low effort, agents obtain private benefits of value B from the

project which are non-pecuniary and non-transferable amongst the agents.

The private benefits can be curtailed by monitoring, which is undertaken at

a non-pecuniary cost c to the monitor.

The agents are able to monitor and curtail each other’s private benefits.

The extent of monitoring is observable to the agents but unobservable to the

lender. That is, the borrowers can perfectly observe the intensity with they

are being monitored by other agents. We impose the following assumption

on the monitoring function B(c).
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Assumption 2 (Monitoring function B(c)).

i. B(c) is continuous and at least once differentiable ∀ c > 0

ii. B(c) > 0, B′(c) 6 0, ∀ c > 0

iii. B(0) = B0 > 0 and limc→∞B(c) = 0

2.2 The Lender

We assume that the lender can costlessly observe the initial capital invested in

the project and the state of the world, i.e., output produced from the project,

over which he has full control.5 The lender also has the ability to costlessly

enforce the contracts he has signed with the borrower(s) once the project

outcome(s) is (are) realised. Further, we assume that the lender is unable

to monitor the agents directly or punish them explicitly. Consequently, the

lender can only incentivise the agents’ actions through their payoffs.

The lender is a monopolist in the loan market who needs to ensure that

the contract he offers the borrowers allows him to at least break-even. The

lender is risk-neutral and has access to capital at cost ρ.

Assumption 3 (Lower Threshold for ρ).

ρ >
π̄π

∆π

[
B(0)

∆π

]
5To focus on the hidden action problem, we assume away the problems of hidden

type, costly state verification and contract enforcement. These problems are explored
comprehensively in papers like Ghatak (1999), Ghatak (2000), Ghatak and Guinnane
(1999), Rai and Sjöström (2004) and Besley and Coate (1995).
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If Assumption 3 is violated, there would be range of projects with x̄ where

the lender may obtain higher payoff with low effort while at least breaking

even.6 Thus, Assumption 3 merely ensures that lender would always like to

incentivise high effort with all the lending mechanisms we analyse.

2.3 The Agent’s Payoff

In individual lending, the borrower borrows 1 unit of capital if she accepts the

contract offered by the lender. Since the lender cannot observe the borrower’s

effort, the lender offers the borrower a payoff bi contingent on output i =

{s, f}.

In group lending, the lender finances the projects of the group members

B1 and B2 if they accept the group contract offered by the lender. We

assume that both borrowers want to undertake identical projects and the

lender offers them symmetrical contracts. In a group contract, the lender

makes the borrower’s payoff bij contingent on i and j, the borrower’s output

i = {s, f} and her peer’s output j = {s, f}, respectively.

The assumptions we impose on the contract the lender offers the bor-

rower(s) is summarised below in Assumption 4.

Assumption 4.

i. In individual lending, bi > 0 ∨ i = {s, f}.

ii. In group lending, bij > 0 ∨ i, j = {s, f},

iii. In simultaneous group lending, bsf = bfs.

6See footnote 8.
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Assumption 4 i and 4 ii are limited liability constraints on agent’s payoffs

in individual and group lending respectively. Assumption 4 iii ensures that

the two borrowers in a group obtain a symmetric contract in simultaneous

group lending.

3 Individual Lending

In individual lending, the individual borrower undertakes a project by bor-

rowing 1 unit of capital from the lender if she accepts the contract offered

from by the lender.

3.1 First-Best

With perfect information, the lender can observe the borrower’s effort level

and the state of the world, i.e., the outcome of the project. The monopolist

lender offers the borrower a state-contingent contract bi, where i = {s, f} is

the project outcome, that maximises his payoff subject to borrower’s partic-

ipation constraint and the limited liability constraint.

max
bi

E [x | H]− E[bi | H]− ρ

subject to E [bi | H] > 0 (1)

bi > 0; i = s, f (2)

The borrower’s participation constraint (1) binds and the limited liability

constraint (2) binds in state f in the solution to the lender’s problem. The

lender offers the borrower a contract which stipulates that she exerts high
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effort and obtains zero payoff (bs = bf = 0). Given that the borrower has no

wealth, she is able to undertake the project only if she accepts the contract.

The monopolist lender’s break-even condition

E[x | H]− E[bi | H]− ρ > 0, (3)

and the borrower’s contract (bs = bf = 0) gives us x̄ > ρ
π̄

= x̄fb, the range of

projects that can be financed by the lender. x > xfb also gives us the range

of socially viable projects.

3.2 Second-Best

With incomplete information, the borrower’s effort is unobservable to the

lender and the lender can only observe the borrower’s project outcome. The

lender could choose to elicit either high or low effort from the borrower. The

lender could elicit high effort by making the borrower payoffs contingent on

the outcome of the project.

E[bi | H] > E[bi | L] +B(0) (4)

The incentive compatibility constraint above ensures that the borrower is not

worse off if she exerts a high effort level. With no peer monitoring, the private

benefits are at their maximal value, B(0). If the incentive compatibility

(4) and the limited liability constraints (2) are satisfied, the participation

constraint (1) would always be satisfied.

Let’s first examine the case where the lender gives the borrower incentive
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to exert high effort. The lender would offer the borrower a state-contingent

contract (bs, bf ) that maximises the lender’s payoff E [x | H]− E[bi | H]− ρ

subject to the borrower’s limited liability constraint (2) and incentive com-

patibility constraint (4).

The high effort optimal contract would ensure that the incentive compat-

ibility constraint (4) binds and the limited liability constraint (2) binds only

for state f . The lender offers the borrower a contract with bs = B(0)
∆π

and

bf = 0 where ∆π = π̄ − π.7 Thus, for projects x̄ > ρ
π̄

+ B(0)
∆π

= x̄indv, the

lender can induce high effort and satisfy his break even constraint (3).

Conversely, the lender could induce low effort by offering the contract

bs = bf = 0 that satisfies (1). With this contract, the lender can induce low

effort and satisfy his break even constraint (3) for projects x̄ > ρ
π
. We can

summarise with Lemma 1 and Proposition 1.

Lemma 1. With a high effort contract, the borrower obtain economic rents

E[bi | H] = π̄B(0)
∆π

. With a low effort contract, the borrower obtains economic

rents E[bi | L] = 0.

Proposition 1.

i. If ρ > π̄π

∆π

[
B(0)
∆π

]
, the lender elicits high effort from borrower if x̄ ∈[

ρ
π̄

+ B(0)
∆π

,∞
)

. The lender does not lend if x̄ ∈
[
0, ρ

π̄
+ B(0)

∆π

)
. x̄ ∈[

ρ
π̄
, ρ
π̄

+ B(0)
∆π

)
is the range of socially viable projects that the lender

does not lend to.

7The borrower retains a positive expected rent E[bi | H] = π̄ B(0)
∆π > 0. The positive

expected economic rent is the result of the limited liability constraint (2), which prevents
the lender from punishing the borrower if her project fails. The lender incentivizes high
effort by offering the borrower strictly positive limited liability economic rent. (Laffont
and Martimort, 2002, page 119).
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ii. If −π̄B(0)
∆π

6 ρ <
π̄π

∆π

[
B(0)
∆π

]
, the lender incentivizes low effort if x̄ ∈[

ρ
π
, ρ
π̄

+ B(0)
∆π

]
, high effort if x̄ ∈

[
ρ
π̄

+ B(0)
∆π

,∞
)

and does not offer the

borrower a loan contract if x̄ ∈
[
0, ρ

π

)
. x̄ ∈

[
ρ
π̄
, ρ
π

)
is the range of

socially viable projects that cannot the lender does not lend to.

In Assumption 3 we assumed that ρ > π̄π

∆π

[
B(0)
∆π

]
. This corresponds to

case i in Proposition 1. In the sections below, we use Assumption 3 as an

simplifying assumption, which ensures that it is always in the interest of the

lender to elicit high effort from the borrower(s).8 This allows us to focus on

the main message of the paper without getting distracted by the numerous

sub cases that relaxing Assumption 3 generates.

4 Group Lending

Limited liability restricts the lender’s ability to use the payoffs to punish a

borrower when her project fails. Conversely, joint-liability allows the lender

the use of payoffs to punish a successful borrower if her peer’s project fails.

The lender can thus use a joint-liability group-contract to give each borrower

an explicit incentive to influence her peer’s effort decision by monitoring her

and thus reducing the likelihood of the peer’s project failing.

Stiglitz (1990), Ghatak and Guinnane (1999) and Armendáriz de Aghion

and Morduch (2005, page 97) look at environment where the borrowers can

8The range of project where the lender at least breaks even by incentivising high and

low effort respectively is given by x̄ ∈
(
ρ
π̄ + B(0)

∆π ,∞
)

and x̄ ∈
(
ρ
π ,∞

)
respectively. As-

sumption 3 ensures that ρ
π̄ + B(0)

∆π 6 ρ
π . It also ensures that E[x | H] − E[bi | H] − ρ >

E[x | L]−E[bi | L]− ρ for all x̄ where the lender obtains non-negative profits. Given that
borrower’s economic rents are highest for individual lending, Assumption 3 ensures that
the lender would prefer to incentivise high effort with all lending mechanisms.
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costlessly influence their peer’s effort decision. They show that in this single-

task environment, the lender can extract effort by the group members by

satisfying their group incentive compatibility condition.9 Since the group

incentive compatibility condition gets satisfied with lower rents as compared

to an individual’s incentive compatibility condition, the lender leaves the

borrower smaller economic rent in joint-liability group-lending as compared

to individual lending.

Conning (2000) models a two-task environment, where the borrowers in-

fluence their peer’s decision by monitoring them. Conning (2000) shows that

if monitoring is costly and effort and peer-monitoring are complementary

tasks, the lender has to leave the borrower in the group sufficient rents to

satisfy the following two conditions.

Condition 1: The individual borrower’s incentive compatibility condition as-

sociated with effort, when her peer exerts high effort and both borrow-

ers monitor each other with symmetric intensity.

Condition 2: The group incentive compatibility condition.

With costly monitoring, satisfying Condition 2 requires simultaneously

incentivizing both tasks, namely effort and monitoring, for the group as a

whole.10 If the borrowers could collude, i.e., costlessly side-contract amongst

themselves on tasks, the condition lender would have to satisfy would be

9This is a condition that ensures that the group members have the incentive to exert
the requisite effort preferred by the lender if the group members chooses their actions
cooperatively.

10With costless monitoring, Condition 1 is always satisfied if Condition 2 is satisfied.
With costly monitoring set up as in Conning (2000), the incentive compatibility condition
associated with monitoring is always satisfied if Condition 2 is satisfied.
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identical to Condition 2. Thus, the borrowers obtain collusion rents in si-

multaneous group lending by default even if they do not have an ability to

collude amongst themselves.

The literature on group lending has consistently shown that extracting ef-

fort at the group level requires lower economic rents than at individual level

(Stiglitz, 1990; Ghatak and Guinnane, 1999; Armendáriz de Aghion and

Morduch, 2005 and Conning, 2000). In this literature, extracting effort from

group members, the lender approaches the group as an entity and treats

the individual borrowers within the group symmetrically. In simultaneous

group lending, the group members makes decisions on their respective tasks

simultaneously. It is this inherent symmetry in simultaneous group lending

that inevitably puts a lower bound on economic rents retained by the group

members. Sequential group lending breaks this inherent symmetry by tem-

porally separating the task of monitoring and effort by the respective group

members. We show below that with sequential group lending, the lender can

push the borrower’s payoffs below the payoffs they obtain in simultaneous

group lending.

A groups consists of two borrowers, B1 and B2, seeking loans from the

lender that would enable them to undertake their respective projects. We

assume that the lender cannot observe the monitoring and effort decisions of

the borrowers. The borrowers know their own effort levels and can observe

the intensity with they are monitored by their peer. We compare group

lending mechanisms where borrowers borrow simultaneously in section 4.1

with the one where they borrow sequentially in section 4.2.
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4.1 Simultaneous Group Lending

This section is based on the model in Conning (2000). The lender offers the

borrowers a joint-liability group-contract. If they accept the contract, the

borrowers obtain loans for their respective projects simultaneously.

In simultaneous group lending, the lender can only distinguish between

the following four states of the world once the outcome of the projects are

realised. ss where both B1 and B2’s project succeeds, ff where both B1 and

B2’s project fails, sf where B1’s project succeeds and B2’s project fails and

fs where B1’s project fails and B2’s project succeeds. The lender offers B1

and B2 a symmetric state-contingent contract (bss, bsf , bff ) that adheres to

assumptions Assumption 4 ii and 4 iii where bsf = bfs is due to the latter

assumption. The timing of the game is as follows:

t=0 The lender offers B1 and B2 an identical contract (bss, bsf , bff ).

If they accept the contract, the game continues. Otherwise, it termi-

nates.

t=1 B1 and B2 choose their respective monitoring intensities c1 ∈ [0,∞)

and c2 ∈ [0,∞) simultaneously.

t=2 B1 and B2 choose their respective effort levels e1 ∈ {H,L} and e2 ∈

{H,L} simultaneously.

t=3 B1 and B2’s project outcome is realised.

Both borrowers get payoffs bij depending on the realised state ij.

Given Assumption 3, the lender would like to induce borrowers to exert

high effort. Proposition 2 summarises the conditions under which this can

be achieved.
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Proposition 2. Both borrowers monitor their respective peer at least with

intensity c and exert high effort on their own projects if the lender’s contract

(bss, bsf , bff ) satisfies the following conditions.

E(bij | HH)− E(bij | LH) > B(c) (Condition 1)

E(bij | HH)− E(bij | LL) > B(0) + c (Condition 2)

We show in Appendix A that if Condition 1 and Condition 2 are satisfied,

the borrowers would undertake requisite peer monitoring at t = 1 and exert

high effort on their own projects at t = 2.

Condition 1 is B1’s (and symmetrically B2’s) incentive compatibility con-

dition associated with effort level. Once B1 and B2 have chosen their moni-

toring respective monitoring intensities, and if B2 (B1) choses to exert high

effort, this condition ensures that B1 (B2) is no worse off exerting high effort

as compared to exerting low effort.

Condition 2 is the group incentive compatibility condition which ensures

that the borrowers prefer the outcome which results from both borrowers

monitoring their respective peers with the requisite intensity c > 0 and ex-

erting high effort on their own project over the alternative outcome which

results from both borrowers not monitoring their respective peers (c = 0)

and exerting low effort on their own project. By undertaking requisite mon-

itoring c > 0 and exerting high effort, the agents are no worse off than they

would have been if they had not monitored at all and exerted low effort.

Remark 1. While the minimum expected payoff required to satisfy Condition

1 decreases with c, the minimum expected payoff required to satisfy Condition
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2 increases with c.

The monopolistic lender maximises his payoff E[x | e1, e2]−E[bij | e1, e2]−

ρ by minimising E[bij | e1, e2] while ensuring that the both borrowers have

the incentive to exert high effort. Thus, in simultaneous group lending,

the monopolistic lender’s problem (Psim) is minbij E[bij | HH] subject to

Condition 1, Condition 2, Assumption 4 ii and iii . We setup a Lagrangian

and solve the lender’s problem in Appendix A.1. The results are summarised

below in the Lemma 2 and Proposition 3.

Lemma 2. In simultaneous group lending, the lender offers the borrowers

a contract where

i. both Condition 1 and Condition 2 bind,

ii. bss > 0 and bsf = bfs = bff = 0.

We show in Appendix A.1 that both Condition 1 and Condition 2 bind in

the optimal contract. Further, we show in (32) that the Lagrangian associ-

ated with the problem (Psim) is globally decreasing in both bsf and bff . For

the lender, state ss is more informative than the states sf and ff about the

borrowers’ respective tasks. Concentrating all the payoffs in state ss allows

the lender to give the borrowers the requisite incentive to exert high effort

at the lowest possible cost in terms of expected payoffs (Hölmstrom, 1979).

Given that all the payoffs are bounded from below at 0, it is optimal to set

bsf = bff = 0. Thus, the proof in Appendix A.1 confirms the intuitive proof

in set out in Conning (2000, page 17). The optimal contract in Proposition

3 follows from directly from Lemma 2 i and 2 ii and is the solution to the

monopolistic lender’s problem (Psim).
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Proposition 3. The optimal contract bss = B(csim)
π̄∆π

, bsf = bff = 0, where

B(csim) = α
(
B(0) + csim

)
, (5)

gives the borrowers the requisite incentive to monitor their peers with intensity

csim so that they exert high effort on their own project.

Substituting the contract in Proposition 3 into the lender’s break-even

condition, E[x | HH] > ρ+E[bij | HH], gives us the set of projects that can

be financed under simultaneous group lending. The least productive project

the monopolistic lender can thus finance is the one where the break-even

condition binds. We can summarise with Lemma 3.

Lemma 3. In simultaneous group lending,

i. xsim is the least the productive project the lender is able to finance,

where x̄sim = ρ
π̄

+ B(csim)
∆π

ii. the lender is able to finance projects in the range, x̄ > x̄sim and is

unable to finance socially viable project in the range x̄ ∈
[
ρ
π̄
, x̄sim

)
.

4.2 Sequential Group Lending

In this section, we set up the mechanism of sequential group lending so that

we can compare its efficacy with that of the simultaneous group lending

mechanism.

If the lender allocates credit sequentially, only one borrower gets the loan

from the lender in the first period. The remaining borrower in the group gets

the loan only if the first borrower succeeds.
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The lender randomly chooses the first borrower in the group. Let’s call

the first borrower B1. Her peer B2 is able to borrow only if B1’s project

succeeds. As before, B1 gets punished for the failure of her peer’s project.

Additionally, with sequential group lending, B2 is denied the opportunity to

borrow if her peer’s project fails. As in the previous section, the lender offers

the borrower identical state-contingent contracts to the two borrowers.

Given that the first period borrower is chosen randomly and the lender

offers the borrowers identical contracts, the borrowers share the burden of

first and second borrower’s failure equally. In sequential group lending, the

borrowers alternate between the task of pursuing their project and monitor-

ing their peer. B2 monitors B1, while she undertakes her project. If B1’s

project succeeds, B1 monitors B2 while she undertakes her project.

Once the outcome of the projects are realised, the lender can distinguish

between the following three states of the world. f where B1’s project fails,

sf where B1’s project succeeds and B2’s project fails and ss where B1 and

B2’s projects succeed. Thus, the lender offers the two borrowers an identical

state-contingent contract (bss, bsf , bf ). The timing of the game is as follows:

t=0 The lender offers B1 and B2 an identical contract (bss, bsf , bf ).

If they accept the contract, the game continues. Otherwise, it termi-

nates.

t=1 B2 chooses c2, the intensity with which she monitors B1.

t=2 B1 chooses e1, the effort level for her project.

t=3 B1’s project outcome is realised.

If B1’s project fails, both agents get bf . The game terminates.
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If B1’s project succeeds, the game continues.

t=4 B1 chooses c1, the intensity with which she monitors B2.

t=5 B2 chooses e2, the effort level for her project.

t=6 B2’s project outcome is realised.

If B2’s project fails, both agents get bsf . The game terminates.

If B2’s project succeeds, both agents get bss. The game terminates.

Given Assumption 3, the lender would like to induce borrowers to exert

high effort. Proposition 4 summarises the conditions under which this can

be achieved.

Proposition 4. B1 and B2 monitor their respective peer with intensity c1

and c2 and exert high effort on their own project if the lender’s contract

(bss, bsf , bf ) satisfies the following conditions.

(bsf − bf ) + π̄ (bss − bsf ) >
1

∆π
max [B(c2), c2] (6)

π̄ (bss − bsf ) >
1

∆π
max [B(c1), c1] (7)

We show in Appendix B that if (6) and (7) are satisfied, the borrowers

would undertake requisite peer monitoring and exert high effort on their own

projects. (6) ensures that B2 has the incentive to monitor B1 with requisite

incentive at t = 1 so that B1 has the incentive to exert high effort at t = 2.

Similarly, (7) ensures that B1 has the incentive to monitor B2 with requisite

incentive at t = 4 so that B2 has the incentive to exert high effort at t = 5.

The monopolistic lender maximises his payoff E[x | e1, e2]−E[bij | e1, e2]−

ρ by minimising E[bij | e1, e2] while ensuring that the both borrowers have
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the incentive to exert high effort. Thus, in sequential group lending, the

monopolistic lender’s problem (Pseq) is minbij E[bij | HH] subject to (6), (7)

and Assumption 4 ii . We solve the lender’s problem in Appendix B.1 and

the results are summarised below in the Lemma 4 and Proposition 5.

Lemma 4. In sequential group lending, the lender offers the borrowers a

contract where

i. both conditions (6) and (7) bind,

ii. bss > 0 and bsf = bf = 0.

We solve the lender’s problem (Pseq) in Appendix B.1 and show that

Lemma 4 i and ii hold. The langrangian associated with the problem is

decreasing in bf globally and thus the lender sets bf = 0. We show that both

(6) and (7) bind in the solution.

With (6) and (7) binding, the lender induces both borrowers to monitor

with the same intensity cseq defined by B(cseq) = cseq. It follows that bss is

decreasing in bsf in (6) and increasing in bsf in (7) if the two conditions bind.

bsf = 0 thus follows directly from binding (6) and (7) and bf = 0.

The intuition for setting bsf = 0 is as follows. Rewarding the borrowers

in state sf incentivizes effort and peer-monitoring during B1’s project but

not subsequently during B2’s project. Further, once B1 has succeeded, bsf is

the payoff borrowers obtain if B2’s project fails. The borrowers incentives to

monitor and exert effort during B2’s project are thus decreasing in bsf , once

B1 succeeds. Conversely, bss incentivizes the borrowers to exert effort and

monitor their peer during both B1 and B2’s project. The lender thus finds

it optimal to set bss > 0 and bsf = 0.
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The optimal contract in Proposition 5 follows directly from Lemma 4 i

and ii and is the solution to the lender’s problem (Pseq).

Proposition 5. The optimal contract bss = B(cseq)

π̄∆π
, bsf = bff = 0, where

B(cseq) = cseq, (8)

gives the borrowers the requisite incentive to monitor their peers with intensity

cseq so that they exert high effort on their own project.

If the first borrower fails, the lender punishes the group by not lending

any further to that group. Punishing the group in this way is expensive

for the lender and ex ante the lender’s expects to pay the group more per

unit capital lent in sequential as opposed to simultaneous group lending.11

Substituting the contract given in Proposition 5 in the lender break-even

condition E[xi | HH] = ρ+ E[bi | HH] gives us the set of projects that can

be financed under sequential group lending. As above, the least productive

project the monopolistic lender can thus finance is one where the break-even

condition binds. We summarise with Lemma 5.

Lemma 5. With sequential group lending,

i. xseq is the least the productive project the lender is able to finance, where

x̄sim = ρ
π̄

+ 2
(1+π̄)

B(cseq)

∆π
.

11In simultaneous group lending, the lender lends 2 units of capital and expects to get
an output of 2π̄x. In sequential group lending, the lender ex ante expects to lend (1 + π̄)
units of capital and get an output valued at π̄(1 + π̄)x. He pays the borrowers 2bss with
probability π̄2 in both mechanisms. Consequently, the lender pays the borrower bss and

2
1+π̄ bss per unit of capital lent in simultaneous and sequential group lending respectively.
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ii. the lender is able to finance projects in the range, x̄ > x̄sim and is

unable to finance socially viable project in the range x̄ ∈
[
ρ
π̄
, x̄seq

)
.

Comparing the Group Lending Mechanisms

In both simultaneous and sequential group lending, effort gets incentivized

along the segment AF in Figure 1. Incentivizing monitoring is more expensive

in simultaneous group lending. This is because to incentivize monitoring, the

lender has to satisfy the group incentive compatibility condition along the

segment HC. In contrast, in sequential group lending, the tasks need to be

incentivized individually and monitoring gets incentivized along segment OE.

High effort is implemented in simultaneous and sequential group lending

at B and D respectively in Figure 1 . The lender’s problem gets solved at B

in simultaneous and at D in sequential group lending.

Lemma 6.

i. If the borrowers have the ability to side-contract, the lender would

induce monitoring intensity csim in group lending, irrespective of the

mechanism used.

ii. If the borrowers do not have the ability to side-contract, the lender in-

duces greater monitoring intensity and borrowers retain lower economic

rents in sequential as compared to simultaneous group lending.

If the borrowers have side-contracting abilities, they have an option of

making their action choices collectively in order to maximise their collective

payoff. This would entail the group members choosing their monitoring in-
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Figure 1: Monitoring Intensities induced in Simultaneous and Sequential
Group Lending
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tensities and effort choice together. The lender would extract high effort

from the borrowers only if Condition 2 is satisfied.

With simultaneous group lending mechanism, the lender would maximise

his payoff subject to Condition 1 and Condition 2. With sequential group

lending mechanism, the lender would maximise his payoff subject to (6), (7)

and Condition 2. In both case, the lender would induce borrowers to monitor

with intensity csim and offer the contracts where bs = B(csim)
π̄∆π

and bf = 0.

To prove Lemma 6 ii for the case where the borrowers do not have side-

contracting abilities, lets define a function φ(c) = B(c) − αc. Given that

φ′(c) < 0 and φ(csim) = αB(0) by the definition of csim, φ(cseq) < αB(0)

would imply that csim < cseq. Substituting cseq = B(cseq) in φ(cseq) < αB(0)

gives us αB(0)− (1−α)B(cseq) > 0. Using α = π̄
π̄+π

we get π̄
π
> B(cseq)

B(0)
. This

always holds because π̄
π
> 1 and 1 > B(cseq)

B(0)
.

The borrower economic rents in sequential and simultaneous group lend-

ing are π̄B(csim)
∆π

− csim and π̄B(cseq)

∆π
− cseq respectively. Given assumption 2 ii ,

csim < cseq implies B(csim) > B(cseq), which proves Lemma 6 ii .

Corollary 1. The borrowers obtain collusion rents in the simultaneous group

lending by default even if they do not have the ability to side-contract.

It is striking that Condition 2 has to be satisfied in simultaneous group

lending even in the absence of borrower’s ability to side-contract. Thus, the

borrowers obtain collusion rents by default in the simultaneous group lending.

The reason the borrowers obtain collusion rents is because they choose actions

simultaneously. The lender can reduce the rents by temporally separating the

action choices through sequential group lending mechanism if the borrowers
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do not have an ability to side-contract amongst themselves.

5 Group lending with varying efficiency of

Peer Monitoring Technology

The results in the previous sections are for a given monitoring function B(c).

In the real world, microfinance practitioners face the challenge of lending to

poor living in a variety of monitoring environments. On one extreme, they

may lend to groups in a rural community with a settled population where

people may have known each other for a long time and are able to influence

their peer’s action by bearing negligible cost upon themselves. Conversely,

the microfinance lenders may lend to groups in an urban ghetto where the

population is far more unsettled. In such environments, the cost of influenc-

ing their peer’s action may be extremely high for a borrower. A continuum

of intermediate cases exist between these two extremes. It is essential that

we try to capture this full range of environments. We do so here by varying

the peer monitoring technology and examining how it affects the range of

projects financed by the simultaneous and sequential group lending.

We assume that the new monitoring function B(c, β) = B0 + β · b(c)

is separable in B0, the no-monitoring private benefit and b(c), a term that

captures the standard reduction in private benefit from peer monitoring.

Thus, β ∈ [0,∞) can be interpreted as the parameter that determines how

effective the peer monitoring is in reducing private benefits through peer-

monitoring. The objective of this section is to examine how the range of
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projects financed under simultaneous and sequential group lending change

as β varies.

Assumption 5 (Monitoring function B(c, β)).

i. b(c) is continuous and at least once differentiable ∀ c > 0

ii. b(c) 6 0, b′(c) 6 0, ∀ c > 0

iii. B0 > 0, b(0) = 0 and limc→∞ b(c) = −B0

Assumption 5 iii ensures that β does not affect the private benefits at

extreme values of c, that is, B(0, β) = B0 and lim
c→∞

B(c, β) = 0 for all β ∈

[0,∞). Conversely, for a given c, higher values of β are associated with lower

values of private benefits when c is not at its extreme values.

To get a better sense of the new monitoring function, it is useful think

about what the extreme values of β imply for peer monitoring process. As

β → ∞, an infinitesimal amount of monitoring drives the private benefits

very close to zero. This would represent the situation in the settled rural

community where the borrowers are extremely effective in influencing their

peer’s action. Conversely, as As β → 0, even extremely high peer-monitoring

will have no impact on peer’s private benefit. This situation in turn could

represent the urban ghetto where a borrower’s monitoring may not have any

significant influence on her peer’s action.

The new monitoring function defined by Assumption 5 behaves exactly

like the monitoring function defined by Assumption 2. The equations below
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restate conditions (5) and (8) below for the new monitoring function.

B0 + β · b
(
csim(β)

)
= α [B0 + csim(β)] (9)

B0 + β · b
(
cseq(β)

)
= cseq(β). (10)

Conditions (9) and (10) gives us csim(β) and cseq(β), the respective mon-

itoring intensities associated with each β. x̄sim(β) and x̄seq(β), the least pro-

ductive projects financed under simultaneous and sequential group lending

respectively for a given β, are given by

x̄sim(β) =
ρ

π̄
+
B
(
csim(β), β

)
∆π

(11)

x̄seq(β) =
ρ

π̄
+

2

(1 + π̄)

[
B
(
cseq(β), β

)
∆π

]
. (12)

Lemma 7. The range of project financed by the lender under both and simul-

taneous and sequential group lending are decreasing in β, the effectiveness of

the monitoring technology.

Differentiating (9) and (10) and using Assumption 5 i and ii shows us

that both csim and cseq are decreasing in β.

dcsim
dβ

=
b(csim)

α− βb′(csim)
6 0 (13)

dcseq
dβ

=
b(cseq)

1− βb′(cseq)
6 0. (14)

We can show that both x̄sim and x̄seq decrease with β if we differentiate
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(11) and (12) and use (13) and (14).

dxsim
dβ

= α

[
1

∆π

dcsim
dβ

]
6 0

dxseq
dβ

=
2

1 + π̄

[
1

∆π

dcseq
dβ

]
6 0

Proposition 6.

i. With an extremely efficient monitoring technology where β → 0,

lim
β→0

x̄seq > lim
β→0

x̄sim.

ii. With an extremely inefficient monitoring technology where β →∞,

lim
β→∞

x̄seq < lim
β→∞

x̄sim.

Proposition 6 states that with an extremely efficient monitoring technol-

ogy where β →∞, a greater range of projects are financed under sequential

as compared to simultaneous group lending. Conversely, with an extremely

inefficient monitoring technology where β → 0, a greater range of projects

are financed under simultaneous as compared to sequential group lending.

Taking limits on (9), gives us lim
β→0

csim =
π

π̄
B0 and lim

β→∞
csim = 0. 12

Taking limits on (10) gives us lim
β→0

cseq = B0 and lim
β→∞

cseq = 0.

12(9) and (10) can be written as

b(csim)

αcsim − (1− α)B0
=

1

β

bseq
cseq −B0

=
1

β
.
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It follows that

lim
β→0

x̄sim =
ρ

π̄
+
B0

∆π
(15)

lim
β→0

x̄seq =
ρ

π̄
+

(
2

1 + π̄

)[
B0

∆π

]
(16)

Similarly,

lim
β→∞

x̄sim =
ρ

π̄
+
αB0

∆π
(17)

lim
β→∞

x̄seq =
ρ

π̄
(18)

(17), (18), (15) and (16) establish Proposition 6. Corollary 2 follows if

we compare (15) with the x̄indv obtained in Section 3.2.

Corollary 2. With an extremely inefficient monitoring technology where

β → 0, the range of projects financed under individual lending and simul-

taneous group lending are identical.

Corollary 3 follows if we compare (17) and (18) with the the value of x̄fb

obtained in Section 3.1.

Corollary 3. With an extremely efficient monitoring technology where β →

∞, the sequential group lending mechanism approaches first-best where all

socially viable projects can be financed. Conversely, first-best is not attained

in simultaneous group lending even when β →∞.

From lim
β→∞

b(csim)
αcsim−(1−α)B0

= 0, it follows that lim
β→∞

csim = 0. Similarly, lim
β→∞

b(cseq)
c(cseq)−B0

= 0

gives us lim
β→∞

cseq = 0.
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Corollary 2 and 3 suggest that in terms of the range of projects financed,

simultaneous group lending offers no advantage over individual lending in

urban ghettos where the cost of influencing peer’s action is extremely high.

Conversely, sequential group lending can lend to the full range of social viable

projects in a close knit rural community where the cost of influencing the

peer’s action is infinitesimally small.

We have been able to get some results for extreme values of β for a gen-

eral monitoring function defined by Assumption 5. For intermediate values

of β, it is not possible to generalise the results for this general downward

sloping monitoring function. For intermediate values of β, which mecha-

nisms finances a greater range of projects depends on the curvature of the

monitoring function. We can get clearer results for the intermediate values

of β with a linear monitoring function.

5.1 Linear Monitoring Function

In this section we set b(c) = −c. The monitoring function thus becomes

B(c, β) = B0 +β ·(−c). Using this functional form, we analyse how the range

of projects financed under the simultaneous and sequential group lending vary

with β over the range [0,∞).

Proposition 7. With B(c) = B0 + β(−c), there exists a β̂ > 0 such that

i. x̄seq(β) < x̄sim(β) ∀ β ∈ (β̂,∞),

ii. x̄seq(β̂) = x̄sim(β̂),

iii. x̄seq(β) > x̄sim(β) ∀ β ∈ [0, β̂).
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With the linear monitoring function, B(c, β) = B(0) − βc, (9) and (10)

give us csim =
[

1−α
β+α

]
B(0) and cseq =

[
1

1+β

]
B(0). By substituting the values

of csim and cseq into (11) and (12), we find that x̄seq < x̄sim if the condition

kcseq < α
(
B(0) + csim

)
holds where k = 2

1+π̄
holds. Substituting the values

of csim and cseq gives us β2 +
(
2− k

α

)
β − (k − 1) > 0. This quadratic

equation has one positive and one negative root. Using the positive root

of the quadratic equation, we find that x̄sim > x̄seq when β > β̂ where

β̂ = −
(
1− k

2α

)
+
√(

1− k
2α

)2
+ (k − 1). β̂ is always positive since k > 1

thus establishing Proposition 7.

Proposition 7 says that for a sufficiently high β, a greater range of projects

are feasible with sequential as compared to simultaneous group lending mech-

anism. This is because even though the borrower’s rents are lower in sequen-

tial group lending, punishing the group when B1’s project fails implies that

the lender pays more per unit capital lent to the group, thus lowering his

capital’s productivity. Thus, for sufficiently high values of β, the difference

in the borrower’s rents overwhelms the difference in the productivity of the

lender’s capital.

6 Conclusion

The contribution of this paper is to show that the microfinance rhetoric

of lending to wealth-less individuals may obfuscate the truth. Within the

cohort of wealth-less individuals, collateral-less loans can only be offered to

a restricted range of projects and people with low productivity projects may

get left out due to information rents. This may explain why microfinance
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institutions are often criticised for not being able to reach everyone in the

poor communities.

We show that if a borrower’s cost of influencing her peer’s decision is

sufficiently inexpensive, by adopting sequential group lending mechanism,

the microfinance institutions could potentially lend to wealth-less individu-

als who do not have access to high productivity projects. That is in close knit

rural communities, sequential lending would finance a much greater range of

projects as compared to individual lending and simultaneous group lending.

Conversely, in an urban ghetto like situation where the borrower’s cost of in-

fluencing their peer’s decision is sufficiently expensive, individual lending and

simultaneous group lending finance a greater range of projects as compared

to sequential group lending.

There is a considerable debate generated by papers like Armendáriz de

Aghion and Morduch (2000) and Karlan and Morduch (2010) in the mi-

crofinance literature whether the mechanisms like group lending have any

advantages as compared individual lending. In response, there are a spate

of recent empirical papers that compare various mechanisms used in micro-

finance empirically. The information environment does not vary in these

papers. Following the spirit of the discussion in Karlan and Zinman (2011),

this paper sounds a cautionary note as far as the external validity of these

papers is concerned by pointing out that efficacy of particular mechanism

critically depends on the information environment.
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Appendix

A Simultaneous Group Lending

For a subgame ξ(c1, c2), B1 and B2’s respective payoffs from exerting effort

e1 and e2 respectively are given by

Π1[e1, e2, c1, c2] = E(bij | e1, e2)− c1 +

[
π̄ − π1

π̄ − π

]
B(c2)

Π2[e1, e2, c1, c2] = E(bij | e1, e2)− c2 +

[
π̄ − π2

π̄ − π

]
B(c1)

where for each borrower k, πk = π̄ if ek = H and πk = π if ek = L. For

ease of exposition, we use ē1ē2(c̄1, c̄2) as a shorthand notation to refer to a

particular outcome where B1 and B1 choose effort levels e1 = ē1 and e2 = ē2

respectively in the subgame ξ(c̄1, c̄2). 13

We first analyse a subgame ξ(c1, c2), where c1, c2 ∈ [0,∞), of the game

described in Section 4.1 before moving up the tree. In the subgame ξ(c1, c2),

B1 has no incentive to deviate from HH(c1, c2) if

E[bij | HH]− E[bij | LH] > B(c2)

B2 has no incentive to deviate from HH if

E[bij | HH]− E[bij | LH] > B(c1).

13Thus, for instance, LH(c̄1, c̄2) refers to a situation where B1 and B2 choose c1 = c̄1
and c2 = c̄2 at t = 1 and choose e1 = L and e2 = H at t = 2 respectively. With
Assumption 1 (statistical independence of projects), the likelihood of state ss occurring
with e1 = L and e2 = H is given by ππ̄.
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HH is Nash equilibrium if

E[bij | HH]− E[bij | LH] > max
[
B(c1), B(c2))

]
. (19)

Similarly, B1 and B2 has no incentive to deviate from LL(c1, c2) if the fol-

lowing conditions hold.

E[bij | HL]− E[bij | LL] 6 B(c2)

E[bij | HL]− E[bij | LL] 6 B(c1)

Thus, LL is the Nash equilibrium if

E[bij | HL]− E[bij | LL] 6 min
[
B(c1), B(c2))

]
.

The following three possible cases arise.

HH(c1, c2) and LL(c1, c2) both Nash equilibria in subgame ξ(c1, c2) if

E[bij | HL]− E[bij | LL] 6 min
[
B(c1), B(c2))

]
6

max
[
B(c1), B(c2))

]
6 E[bij | HH]− E[bij | LH]. (20)

In this case, a borrower Bk with peer Bk′ would prefer HH(c1, c2) over

LL(c1, c2) if E[bij | HH]− ck > E[bij | LL]− ck +B(ck′). Both B1 and

B2 would prefer HH(c1, c2) over LL(c1, c2) if

E[bij | HH]− E[bij | LL] > max
[
B(c1), B(c2)

]
. (21)
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LL(c1, c2) is the only equilibrium in ξ(c1, c2) if

E[bij | HH]− E[bij | LH] < max
[
B(c1), B(c2))

]
E[bij | HL]− E[bij | LL] 6 min

[
B(c1), B(c2))

] (22)

HH(c1, c2) is the only equilibrium in ξ(c1, c2) if

E[bij | HH]− E[bij | LH] > max
[
B(c1), B(c2))

]
E[bij | HL]− E[bij | LL] > min

[
B(c1), B(c2))

] (23)

Given a contract (bss, bsf , bff ), we can define ċ and c̈ as

ċ = B−1 (E[bij | HH]− E[bij | LH]) ,

c̈ = B−1 (E[bij | HL]− E[bij | LL]) .

E[bij | HH]−E[bij | LH] > E[bij | HL]−E[bij | LL] due to Assumption

4 iii , which implies that c̈ > ċ. Thus, (20) (22) and (22) imply that in

a subgame ξ(c, c),

HH(c, c) is the only equilibrium if c ∈ (c̈,∞),

HH(c, c) and LL(c, c) are the Nash equilibrium if c ∈ [ċ, c̈],

LL(c, c) is the only Nash equilibrium if c ∈ [0, ċ)

Lets say that the lender wants to induce both B1 and B2 to monitor their

respective peers with intensity ĉ ∈ [0,∞). We find below the range of payoffs

that would induce the borrower to monitor at least with intensity ĉ. From

(19) it follows that HH(ĉ, ĉ) is a Nash equilibrium of the subgame ξ(ĉ, ĉ) if
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the following condition holds.

E[bij | HH]− E[bij | LH] > B(ĉ) (Condition 1)

From the (21) it follows that the borrowers would prefer HH(ĉ, ĉ) over

LL(ĉ, ĉ). if the following condition holds

E[bij | HH]− E[bij | LL] > B(ĉ) (24)

Lets roll back the game and analyse B1 and B2’s simultaneous decision on

c1 and c2 at t = 1, assuming that Condition 1 and (24) is satisfied for ĉ. At

t = 1, if c2 = ĉ, B1’s payoff function Π1[e1, e2, c1, ĉ] is non-monotonic in c1.

Similarly, if c1 = ĉ, B2’s payoff function Π2[e1, e2, ĉ, c2] is non-monotonic in

c2.

Π1[e1, e2, ĉ, c2] =


Π1[L,L, c1, ĉ] if c1 ∈ [0, ĉ)

Π1[H,H, c1, ĉ] if c1 ∈ [ĉ,∞)

Π2[e1, e2, ĉ, c2] =


Π2[L,L, ĉ, c2] if c2 ∈ [0, ĉ)

Π2[H,H, ĉ, c2] if c2 ∈ [ĉ,∞)

Π1[e1, e2, c1, ĉ] and Π2[e1, e2, ĉ, c2] are discontinuous at c1 = ĉ and c2 = ĉ

respectively and are decreasing respectively in c1 and c2 in ranges [0, ĉ) and

[ĉ,∞).

Rolling back the game, each borrower k would prefer to monitor at ck = ĉ

as compared to ck ∈ [0, ĉ) if Π1[HH, ĉ, ĉ] > Π1[LL, c1, c2] and Π2[HH, ĉ, ĉ] >
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Π2[LL, c1, c2], where c1, c2 ∈ [0, ĉ), gives us the following conditions.

E[bij | HH]− ĉ > E[bij | LL]− c1 +B(c2)

E[bij | HH]− ĉ > E[bij | LL]− c2 +B(c1)

Consequently, both borrower would prefer c1 = c2 = ĉ over c1, c2 ∈ [0, ĉ) if

the following condition is satisfied.

E[bij | HH]− E[bij | LL] > max
[
B(c2) + (ĉ− c1), B(c1) + (ĉ− c2)

]
∨ c1, c2 ∈ [0, ĉ) (25)

The maximum value
[
B(c2) + (ĉ− c1), B(c1) + (ĉ− c2)

]
can take is B(0) + ĉ

for either c1 = 0 or c2 = 0. Further, both B(c2)+(ĉ−c1) and B(c1)+(ĉ−c2)

are decreasing in c1 and c2 respectively. Thus, it follows that for any ĉ that

the lender wants to implement, (25) can be written as

E[bij | HH]− E[bij | LL] > B(0) + ĉ. (Condition 2)

Condition 2 ensures that (24) is satisfied. Condition 1 and Condition 2

ensure that the borrowers prefer to monitor their peers in the range [ĉ,∞) as

compared to any monitoring intensity in the ranges [0, ĉ).14 B1 and B2 will

monitor at least with intensity c > ĉ and exert high effort on their projects

if contract (bss, bsf , bff ) satisfies Condition 1 and Condition 2.

14If Condition 1 and Condition 2 held as equality, then the borrowers prefer to monitor
their peers at ĉ as compared to any monitoring intensity in the ranges [0, ĉ) and (ĉ,∞).
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A.1 Optimal Contract in Simultaneous Group Lending

The lender effectively minimises E[bij | HH] subject to Condition 1 and

Condition 2. The lender’s problem (Psim) can be written as the following

Lagrangian.

L = −
[
π̄2bss + 2π̄(1− π̄)bsf + (1− π̄)2bff

]
+ λ

[
[π̄ + π] bss + 2 [1− (π̄ + π)] bsf + [(π̄ + π)− 2] bff −

B(0) + c

∆π

]
+ µ

[
π̄bss + (1− 2π̄) bsf − π̄bff −

B(c)

∆π

]

∂L
∂c

= − λ

∆π
− µB′(c)

∆π
(26)

∂L
∂bss

= −π̄2 + λ(π̄ + π) + µπ̄ (27)

∂L
∂bsf

= −2π̄(1− π̄) + λ · 2 [1− (π̄ + π)] + µ(1− 2π̄) (28)

∂L
∂bff

= −(1− π̄)2 + (π̄ + π − 2)λ− π̄µ (29)

∂2L
∂c2

=
−µB′′(c)

∆π
(30)

Setting (26) and (27) equal to zero gives us the following:

λ = −µB′(c)

π̄2 = λ(π̄ + π) + µπ̄

(31)
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(31) give us the the value of λ and µ.

µ∗ =
π̄2

π̄ − (π̄ + π)B′(c)

λ∗ =
−π̄2B′(c)

π̄ − (π̄ + π)B′(c)

Both λ∗, µ∗ > 0 because B′(c) 6 0 ∀ c > 0. Evaluating (29), (28) and (30)

at λ = λ∗ and µ = µ∗ gives us the following.

∂L
∂bsf

∣∣∣∣
λ=λ∗, µ=µ∗

=
π̄B′(c) [2π(1− π̄) + π̄π]− π̄2

π̄ − (π̄ + π)B′(c)
< 0

∂L
∂bff

∣∣∣∣
λ=λ∗, µ=µ∗

=
B′(c)

[
π̄(1− π) + π(1− π)

]
− π̄

[
(1− π̄)2 + π̄2

]
π̄ − (π̄ + π)B′(c)

< 0

∂2L
∂c2

∣∣∣∣
µ=µ∗

=
π̄2

π̄ − (π̄ + π)B′(c)

(
−B′′(c)

∆π

)
< 0

(32)

Thus, it follows from (32) that the lender should offer the borrowers a

contract where bss > 0 and bsf = bff = 0.

With Condition 1 and Condition 2 binding we have bss = B(0)+c
(π̄+π)∆π

= B(c)
π̄∆π

.

The lender would thus induce the borrowers to monitor with intensity csim

defined by B(csim) = α [B(0) + csim] where α =
(

π̄
π̄+π

)
, by offering them the

following contract bss = B(csim)
π̄∆π

, bsf = bff = 0..
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B Sequential Group Lending

B1 and B2’s respective final payoffs are:

Π1[e1, e2, c1, c2] = π1[π2bss + (1− π2)bsf ]− c1 + (1− π1)bf +

[
π̄ − π1

π̄ − π

]
B(c2)

Π2[e1, e2, c1, c2] = π1[π2bss + (1− π2)bsf ]− c2 + (1− π1)bf +

[
π̄ − π2

π̄ − π

]
B(c1)

where for borrower k, πk = π̄ if ek = H and πk = π if ek = L. In the

subgame ξ(c2, e1),

• B2 chooses high effort level (e2 = H) at t = 5 if the following condition

holds.

Π2[e1, H, c1, c2] > Π2[e1, L, c1, c2] ∀ c1 ∈ [0,∞)

⇒ π1(bss − bsf )−
B(c1)

∆π
> 0 (33)

• B1 chooses monitoring intensity c1 at t = 4. In making her decision,

B1 faces the following payoff function at t = 4.

Π1[e1, e2, c1, c2] =


Π1[e1, H, c1, c2] c1 ∈

[
c′1, ∞

)
Π1[e1, L, c1, c2] c1 ∈

[
0, c′1

) (34)

where c′1 = B−1 [π1∆π(bss − bsf )] follows from (33) and B−1( · ) is the

inverse function of the monitoring function B( · ). B1’s payoff function
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above is non-monotonic in c1 and discontinuous at c′1.

Π1[e1, L, c1, c2] = π1 [πbss + (1− πbsf )] + (1− π1)bf − c1 +B(c2)

Π1[e1, H, c1, c2] = π1 [π̄bss + (1− π̄bsf )] + (1− π1)bf − c1

Π1[e1, L, c1, c2] and Π1[e1, H, c1, c2] are both decreasing in c1 respec-

tively in ranges
[
0, c′1)

)
and

[
c′1, ∞

)
. This implies that B1 effectively

faces a binary choice where by choosing c1 = 0 would lead B2 to choose

e2 = L and choosing c1 = c′1 would lead to B2 to choose e2 = H. B1

would choose c1 = c′1 if the following condition holds.

Π1[e1, H, c
′
1, c2] > Π1[e1, L, 0 , c2]

⇒ π1(bss − bsf )−
c′1

∆π
> 0 (35)

• (33) and (35) can be summarised below.

π1(bss − bsf ) >
1

∆π
max [B(c1), c1] (36)

If the condition (36) is satisfied, we can roll back the game further. B1

chooses high effort level (e1 = H) at t = 2 if the following condition is

satisfied.

Π1[H,H, c1, c2] > Π1[L,H, c1, c2] ∀ c2 ∈ [0,∞)

π̄(bss − bsf ) + (bsf − bf )−
B(c2)

∆π
> 0 (37)
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• B2 chooses monitoring intensity c2 at t = 1. In making her decision,

B2 faces the following payoff function at t = 4.

Π2[e1, H, c
′
1, c2] =


Π2[H,H, c′1, c2] c2 ∈ [c′2,∞)

Π2[L,H, c′1, c2] c2 ∈ [0, c′2)

where c′2 = B−1
[
∆π
(
π̄(bss−bsf )+(bsf−bf )

)]
. Again, B2’s payoff func-

tion above is non-monotonic and discontinuous at c′2. Π2[L,H, c′1, c2]

and Π2[H,H, c′1, c2] are decreasing in c2 respectively in ranges [0, c′2)

and [c′2,∞). This implies that B2 effectively faces a binary choice where

choosing c2 = c′2 would lead B1 to choose e1 = H and choosing c2 = 0

would lead B1 to choose e1 = L . B1 would choose c2 = c′2 if the

following condition holds.

Π2[H,H, c′1, c
′
2] > Π2[L,H, c′1, 0]

π̄(bss − bsf ) + (bsf − bf )−
c′2

∆π
> 0 (38)

(37) and (38) can be summarised as follows.

π̄(bss − bsf ) + (bsf − bf ) >
1

∆π
max [B(c2), c2] (39)
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B.1 Optimal Contract in Sequential Group Lending

The lender effectively minimises E[bij | HH] subject to (33), (35), (37), (38).

The lender’s problem (Psql) can be written as the following Lagrangian.

L = −
[
π̄2bss + π̄(1− π̄)bsf + (1− π̄)bf

]
+ λ1

[
π1(bss − bsf )−

c1

∆π

]
+ µ1

[
π1(bss − bsf )−

B(c1)

∆π

]
+ λ2

[
π̄bss + (1− π̄)bsf − bf −

c2

∆π

]
+ µ2

[
π̄bss + (1− π̄)bsf − bf −

B(c2)

∆π

]

∂L
∂c1

= −
[
λ1 + µ1B

′(c1)

∆π

]
(40)

∂L
∂c2

= −
[
λ2 + µ2B

′(c2)

∆π

]
(41)

∂L
∂bss

= −π̄2 + π1(λ1 + µ1) + π̄ (λ2 + µ2) (42)

∂L
∂bsf

= −π̄(1− π̄)− π1 (λ1 + µ1) + (1− π̄) (λ2 + µ2) (43)

∂L
∂bf

= −(1− π̄)− λ2 − µ2 (44)

∂2L
∂c1

2
=
−µ1B

′′(c)

∆π
(45)

∂2L
∂c2

2
=
−µ2B

′′(c)

∆π
(46)
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Setting (40), (41), (42) and (43) equal to zero gives us the following:

λ1 = −µ1B
′(c1)

λ2 = −µ2B
′(c2)

−π1 (λ1 + µ1) + (1− π̄) (λ2 + µ2) = π̄(1− π̄)

π1 (λ1 + µ1) + π̄ (λ2 + µ2) = π̄2

The above conditions can be solved to give the following values for the

Lagrange multipliers.

µ∗2 =
π̄

1−B′(c2)
> 0

λ∗2 =
−π̄B′(c2)

1−B′(c2)
> 0

λ∗1 = µ∗1 = 0

(47)

(47) implies that constraints (33), (35), (37) and (38) bind. (37) and (38)

as binding equations give us the following.

π̄(bss − bsf ) + (bsf − bf ) =
c2

∆π
=
B(c2)

∆π
(48)

Given that condition (37) and (38) are satisfied, we can set π1 = π̄. (33)

and (35) as binding equations gives us

π̄(bss − bsf ) =
c1

∆π
=
B(c1)

∆π
(49)

(48) and (49) imply that the lender induces both borrowers to monitor their
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peers with the same intensity cseq, as defined by

B(cseq) = cseq. (50)

bf = 0 because

∂L
∂bf

∣∣∣∣
λ2=λ∗2,µ=µ∗2

= −1. (51)

Thus, (48), (49), (50) and (51) imply that bsf = 0. The lender offers the

borrowers the following contract.

bss =
B(cseq)

π̄∆π
, bsf = bf = 0
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